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ABSTRACT In Pseudomonas aeruginosa, the ferric uptake regulator (Fur) protein

controls both metabolism and virulence in response to iron availability. Differently

from other bacteria, attempts to obtain fur deletion mutants of P. aeruginosa failed,

leading to the assumption that Fur is an essential protein in this bacterium. By in-

vestigating a P. aeruginosa conditional fur mutant, we demonstrate that Fur is not

essential for P. aeruginosa growth in liquid media, biofilm formation, and pathoge-

nicity in an insect model of infection. Conversely, Fur is essential for growth on solid

media since Fur-depleted cells are severely impaired in colony formation. Transposon-

mediated random mutagenesis experiments identified pyochelin siderophore biosyn-

thesis as a major cause of the colony growth defect of the conditional fur mutant,

and deletion mutagenesis confirmed this evidence. Impaired colony growth of

pyochelin-proficient Fur-depleted cells does not depend on oxidative stress, since

Fur-depleted cells do not accumulate higher levels of reactive oxygen species (ROS)

and are not rescued by antioxidant agents or overexpression of ROS-detoxifying en-

zymes. Ectopic expression of pch genes revealed that pyochelin production has no

inhibitory effects on a fur deletion mutant of Pseudomonas syringae pv. tabaci, sug-

gesting that the toxicity of the pch locus in Fur-depleted cells involves a P.

aeruginosa-specific pathway(s).

IMPORTANCE Members of the ferric uptake regulator (Fur) protein family are bacte-

rial transcriptional repressors that control iron uptake and storage in response to

iron availability, thereby playing a crucial role in the maintenance of iron homeosta-

sis. While fur null mutants of many bacteria have been obtained, Fur appears to be

essential in Pseudomonas aeruginosa for still unknown reasons. We obtained Fur-

depleted P. aeruginosa cells by conditional mutagenesis and showed that Fur is dis-

pensable for planktonic growth, while it is required for colony formation. This is be-

cause Fur protects P. aeruginosa colonies from toxicity exerted by the pyochelin

siderophore. This work provides a functional basis to the essentiality of Fur in P.

aeruginosa and highlights unique properties of the Fur regulon in this species.

KEYWORDS biofilm, colony formation, infection, iron uptake, oxidative stress,

siderophore, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, pyochelin, siderophores

Iron is a critical nutrient for almost all forms of life, because of its fundamental role as

a redox cofactor of important enzymes involved in different cellular functions, such

as respiration, catabolism, amino acid and nucleoside synthesis, and stress response.

Although essential for nutrition, iron can also have deleterious effects if supplied in

excess to living organisms. Indeed, intracellular Fe2�catalyzes the formation of reactive
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oxygen species (ROS) through the Fenton reaction, which can damage biological

macromolecules, such as proteins and nucleic acids, and lipids (1).

To reconcile their nutritional iron requirement with the need to maintain the

intracellular iron content below hazardous levels, bacteria have evolved sophisticated

strategies to control iron homeostasis. While most bacteria have the genetic potential

to express different mechanisms for iron acquisition, as a general rule, the expression

of iron uptake genes is repressed when sufficient amounts of intracellular iron are

available. This negative control occurs through the activity of a transcriptional repressor

of the Fur (or DtxR) family (2). When loaded with Fe2�, this repressor forms homodimers

that bind the operator sequence (Fur box) within target promoters, thereby blocking

the transcription of iron uptake genes (3). In addition to this pivotal regulatory

mechanism, which is responsible for the restricted expression of iron uptake genes

under conditions of iron starvation, iron acquisition is also regulated by additional

mechanisms that overall allow optimal expression of a given iron uptake system only

when it is effective in delivering iron to the cell (4). In many bacteria, Fur also positively

controls the expression of nonessential iron-using proteins or ROS-detoxifying enzymes

by repressing the transcription of small RNAs, which in turn inhibits the translation

of target mRNAs (3, 5). As a result, genes that are involved in iron storage and/or

detoxification are induced in the presence of high intracellular iron levels, thus coun-

teracting free-iron toxicity, as well as decreasing the amount of sequestered (protein-

bound) iron under low-iron conditions.

In spite of the crucial role of Fur in preserving iron homeostasis in bacterial cells, fur

gene knockout mutants of several bacterial species have been obtained. These mutants

showed variable and species-specific phenotypes, ranging from constitutive expression

of iron uptake systems and/or virulence factors to impaired acid, serum, or oxidative

stress resistance and defective motility and/or biofilm formation (3). In general, fur

deletion has minor effects on bacterial growth in vitro though it can affect pathoge-

nicity, since fur mutants of some pathogenic species appear less virulent and/or

invasive than their wild-type counterparts (3, 6). However, this is not a rule, given that

some bacterial pathogens, such as pathogenic Escherichia coli strains and Vibrio vulni-

ficus, showed no differences in infectivity between wild-type and fur mutant strains in

animal models (7–9), suggesting that the relevance of Fur during bacterial infections is

species specific and likely infection model specific.

Notably, fur (or its analogous gene ideR) has been described as an essential gene in

few bacterial species, such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Mycobacterium tuberculosis,

because of the inability to obtain viable fur knockout mutants (10–12). The relevance of

fur for the fitness of the opportunistic human pathogen P. aeruginosa was recently

corroborated by two independent transposon sequencing (Tn-seq) studies reporting

that fur insertion mutants were outcompeted in transposon mutant pools under several

different growth conditions (13, 14). In silico predictions and in vitro experiments,

including microarray comparison of gene expression in iron-replete and iron-depleted

cells and Fur DNA pulldown experiments, were used to define the Fur regulon in P.

aeruginosa (15–18). Overall, these and further confirmatory studies revealed that Fur,

directly or indirectly via Fur-regulated alternative sigma factors or AraC-like transcrip-

tional regulators, basically represses all iron uptake genes, including those for biosyn-

thesis and transport of the endogenous siderophores pyoverdine and pyochelin, heme

uptake and transport of exogenous iron chelators, and some virulence factors. More-

over, Fur positively regulates iron storage proteins (bacterioferritins), some enzymes

involved in carbon catabolism and respiration, and ROS-scavenging enzymes through

Fur-mediated repression of the two small RNAs PrrF1 and PrrF2 (reviewed in references

19 and 20). This led to the proposal that Fur essentiality could be related to the inability

of P. aeruginosa to grow through fermentation and thus its strict requirement to respire,

which generates considerable potential for the generation of ROS that would not be

efficiently detoxified in Fur-deficient cells (20, 21). However, while the importance of Fur

for resistance to oxidative stress is overall conserved in bacteria (3), it should be noted

that fur knockout mutants of other nonfermenting Gram-negative bacteria (e.g., Burk-
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holderia multivorans, Moraxella catarrhalis, and some Pseudomonas species) have been

obtained (22-26), suggesting that an alternative, more specific harmful effect(s) could

account for the critical role of Fur in P. aeruginosa physiology.

In this work, we used a conditional furmutant of P. aeruginosa reference strain PAO1

to investigate the effect of Fur depletion both in vitro and in vivo and employed a

transposonmutagenesis approach to identify genetic determinants affecting the growth of

Fur-depleted cells. Our results revealed that Fur-depleted P. aeruginosa cells are similar

to wild type with regard to planktonic growth, biofilm formation, and pathogenicity in

an insect model of infection. In contrast, we found that Fur is essential for colony

growth on agar plates and that biosynthesis of the pyochelin siderophore is partially

responsible for this defect, through a mechanism that apparently does not depend on

ROS generation.

RESULTS

Validation of the conditional fur mutant to investigate the effect of Fur
depletion in P. aeruginosa. To investigate the possible involvement of Fur in cell

aggregation-mediated induction of iron uptake and virulence genes in P. aeruginosa,

we recently generated a conditional fur mutant of P. aeruginosa PAO1. This mutant

carries an arabinose-inducible copy of the fur coding sequence inserted into a neutral

site (attB) of the PAO1 genome and an in-frame deletion in the endogenous fur gene

(27). With the aim of corroborating the suitability of the conditional furmutant to study

the effect of Fur depletion on P. aeruginosa cells, we analyzed this mutant for (i) the

effect of arabinose on growth, (ii) intracellular Fur levels, and (iii) expression of Fur-

repressed genes in response to iron. As shown in Fig. 1A, the growth of the conditional

fur mutant in microtiter plates in Mueller-Hinton (MH) broth was impaired with respect

to that of parental strain PAO1 and was gradually restored by arabinose in a dose-

dependent manner. In the absence of arabinose, Fur was undetectable by Western

blotting in cells of the conditional fur mutant, while it was detected at wild-type levels

in mutant cells cultured in the presence of an arabinose concentration (0.5%; Fig. 1B)

that completely restored the growth of the conditional fur mutant. Since the inability

to immunodetect a given protein is not sufficient to rule out the possibility that basal

protein levels potentially present in the conditional mutant still have an effect on

Fur-dependent genes, we also monitored pyoverdine production, an easily detectable

phenotype that is promptly repressed by Fur in response to iron (28). Pyoverdine

production was about 10-fold higher in the fur mutant than in PAO1, but it decreased

to wild-type levels in the presence of 0.5% arabinose (Fig. 1C). More importantly, while

the addition of 50 �M FeCl3 to the medium shut down pyoverdine production by

wild-type cells, it had no effect on the pyoverdine levels of the fur mutant grown

in the absence of arabinose (Fig. 1C), indicating that iron-mediated repression of

Fur-regulated genes is abrogated in the conditional mutant. This was confirmed by the

observation that exogenously added iron was unable to repress transcription from

promoters of genes directly repressed by Fur (pvdS and pchR) in the conditional fur

mutant (Fig. 1D). Taken together, these preliminary experiments provide evidence

that our conditional fur mutant can be used as a tool to investigate the effect of Fur

depletion in P. aeruginosa.

Fur-depleted P. aeruginosa cells show severe growth defects on solid media. To

investigate the effect of Fur depletion on P. aeruginosa in greater depth, we compared

the planktonic growth of wild-type strain PAO1 with that of the conditional fur mutant

in flask cultures by using different media containing different iron concentrations. The

conditional fur mutant was able to grow in the complex medium MH broth (about 5 to

10 �M iron concentration) (29), although with lower growth rates and an about 50%

reduction in growth yields with respect to wild-type PAO1 (Fig. 2A). The differences in

growth rates and yields between the two strains were markedly reduced in the iron-

deprived complex medium TSBD (ca. 1.5 �M iron concentration) (30) (Fig. 2B), while no

differences were observed in the iron-depleted minimal medium DCAA, where the iron

concentration is very low (�0.1 �M) (31) (Fig. 2C; note the different y axis scales in
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Fig. 2). Supplementation of the iron-poor media TSBD and DCAA with iron (50 �M

FeCl3) exacerbated the growth defects of the fur mutant in both media, resulting in

growth profiles comparable to those observed in MH broth (Fig. 2). Notably, the

growth-promoting effect of exogenously added iron on the wild type was much

stronger in the minimal medium DCAA than in the complex medium TSBD (Fig. 2B and

C), confirming that iron is a major limiting factor for P. aeruginosa growth in DCAA (31).

To directly correlate growth capabilities with intracellular iron levels, we determined

the total iron content of PAO1 and conditional fur mutant cells cultured in MH broth or

in DCAA in the presence or absence of arabinose. In line with the relevant role of Fur

as a repressor of iron uptake genes under iron-replete conditions (3), Fur-depleted cells

cultured in MH broth showed levels of iron about 3-fold higher than those of the wild

type or the fur mutant grown in the presence of arabinose (Fig. 2D). Intracellular iron

levels were strongly reduced (about 10-fold) in PAO1 cells cultured in the iron-depleted

medium DCAA and were about 35% lower in Fur-depleted cells than in Fur-replete ones

(Fig. 2D), demonstrating that under strong iron deprivation (DCAA), Fur-depleted cells

are unable to accumulate more iron than Fur-replete ones.

In parallel, we also assessed the colony growth of the wild type and the conditional

fur mutant on the above-mentioned media solidified with 1.5% agar. Surprisingly,

growth of the fur mutant was almost completely abrogated in MH broth plates, while

it was restored to wild-type levels in the presence of arabinose (Fig. 3). Such a defect

in colony growth was also evident in DCAA (Fig. 3), in spite of the evidence that the

FIG 1 Validation of the arabinose-dependent P. aeruginosa PAO1 conditional fur mutant. (A) Growth (OD600) of P. aeruginosa

PAO1 and the conditional furmutant in MH broth supplemented with increasing concentrations of arabinose (ara) in microtiter

plates at 37°C with shaking at 200 rpm. The growth of wild-type PAO1 was not significantly affected by any arabinose

concentration (data not shown). (B) Intracellular levels of Fur in P. aeruginosa PAO1 and conditional fur mutant cells grown for

10 h in MH broth supplemented or not with 0.5% arabinose, determined by Western blotting of whole-cell lysates (25 �g of

protein) with an anti-Fur polyclonal antibody. The constitutive LptC protein (involved in LPS transport) was used as a loading

control. (C) Pyoverdine production by P. aeruginosa PAO1 and conditional fur mutant cells grown at 37°C for 20 h in MH broth

supplemented or not with different arabinose concentrations or 50 �M FeCl3. (D) �-Galactosidase activity (in Miller units [MU])

expressed by PAO1 and the conditional fur mutant carrying promoter probe plasmid pMP220 PpvdS (left) or pMP220 PpchR

(right) after 14 h of growth in MH broth supplemented or not with 50 �M FeCl3. Values in panels A, C, and D are the mean

(� standard deviation) of at least three independent assays, while the image in panel B is representative of three assays

showing similar results. Unless otherwise stated, values in panels C and D are significantly different (P � 0.01). NS, not

significant (P � 0.05).
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conditional fur mutant did not show any defect in planktonic growth in liquid DCAA

(Fig. 2C). The colony growth defect was, however, much stronger in DCAA supple-

mented with 50 �M FeCl3 (Fig. 3), confirming that Fur depletion causes an increase in

iron sensitivity also during colony development. Similar results were obtained in TSBD

agar (data not shown). Accordingly, addition of exogenous iron (50 �M FeCl3) to MH

agar plates completely prevented the growth of the conditional fur mutant in the

absence of arabinose (Fig. 3).

As a whole, these experiments demonstrate that Fur-depleted cells are proficient in

planktonic growth, although they display growth defects that are proportional to the

iron availability in the culture medium and, consequently, to the iron content of the

cells. In contrast, Fur depletion strongly impairs the ability to grow as colonies on solid

FIG 2 Planktonic growth of Fur-depleted cells is impaired under high-iron culture conditions. Growth

(OD600) of P. aeruginosa wild-type PAO1 and the conditional fur mutant in MH broth (A), TSBD (B), or

DCAA (C) in flasks at 37°C with vigorous agitation (200 rpm) in the absence (left) or presence (right) of

exogenously added iron (50 �M FeCl3). (D) Intracellular iron levels (�g/mg of protein) in wild-type and

furmutant PAO1 cells grown in MH broth (left) or DCAA (right) supplemented or not with 0.5% arabinose

(ara) for 14 h at 37°C with shaking at 200 rpm. Values are the mean (� standard deviation) of at least

three independent assays. Asterisks indicate statistically significant differences (*, P � 0.05; **, P � 0.01).
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media, which is only partially affected by iron availability, indicating that the lack of Fur

in P. aeruginosa cells has specific detrimental consequences during colony growth.

Fur is not required for biofilm formation or for acute infection of Galleria

mellonella. To investigate whether the colony growth defects of the conditional fur

mutant could be ascribed to a higher sensitivity of Fur-depleted cells to cell-cell

contacts, we verified the behavior of the conditional fur mutant during biofilm growth,

which involves extensive contact between bacterial cells. For this purpose, both

microtiter plate and flow cell assays were used. Notably, no significant differences in

biofilm biomass were observed between the conditional fur mutant and the wild-type

PAO1 strain in the microtiter plate assay (Fig. 4A), and this was further confirmed by

using the flow cell assay, in which the fur mutant formed mature biofilms overall

comparable to those of Fur-replete cells (Fig. 4B). As a control, we also assessed flow cell

biofilm formation by a P. aeruginosa strain with a conditional mutation in a strictly

essential protein (LptH) (32), which indeed was only able to adhere to the surface

without developing mature (mushrooms-like) biofilms (Fig. 4B). These data demon-

strate that Fur is dispensable for P. aeruginosa biofilm formation, in agreement with

previous results obtained with a strain carrying a point mutation in fur (33), likely ruling

out the possibility that the observed defect of Fur-depleted cells in colony formation is

due to a cell contact-dependent inhibitory mechanism(s).

The above-described results suggest that Fur should not be considered an essential

protein sensu stricto in P. aeruginosa, since Fur-depleted cells are able to grow plank-

tonically in both iron-replete and -depleted media, as well as to form mature biofilms

(Fig. 1, 2, and 4). To further corroborate this evidence, we investigated the effect of Fur

depletion on P. aeruginosa pathogenicity by using an acute-infection model based on

the larvae of the insect G. mellonella (34). Larvae were infected with different doses of

either wild-type or conditional fur mutant cells, and lethality was monitored for 5 days.

The LD90 (the number of bacterial cells theoretically required to kill 90% of the larvae)

inferred from survival curves was 3.1 cells for wild-type PAO1, in line with previous

reports (32, 35), and 2.7 cells for the conditional fur mutant (Fig. 5), implying that there

are no significant differences in infectivity between Fur-replete and -depleted cells in

FIG 3 Fur is essential for P. aeruginosa growth on solid media. Shown is the colony growth of P.

aeruginosa wild-type PAO1 and the conditional fur mutant on MH or DCAA agar plates supplemented or

not with 0.5% arabinose (ara) or 50 �M FeCl3 as indicated. Exponential-phase cultures in MH broth or

DCAA with 0.5% arabinose were normalized to an OD600 of 1, and 5 �l of the 10�2 to 10�6 dilutions,

corresponding to ca. 105 to 10 viable cells, respectively, were spotted onto the plates, which were then

incubated for 20 h (MH agar) or 24 h (DCAA agar) at 37°C. The images are representative of at least three

independent experiments with similar results.
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this model of infection. In contrast, a PAO1 ΔtonB1mutant that is impaired in ferric iron

uptake across the outer membrane and has recently been demonstrated to be strongly

defective in pathogenicity in a mouse pulmonary model (36) had an LD90 of 1.2 � 104

cells (Fig. 5), about 4,000-fold higher than that of PAO1 or the conditional fur mutant,

thus confirming that G. mellonella is a suitable model for investigation of the infectivity

of iron metabolism mutants. Overall, these results demonstrate that P. aeruginosa Fur

is not required to cause lethal infection in G. mellonella. While obvious differences

among animal models of infection exist, these results provide the first demonstration

of the nonessential role of Fur also in an in vivo model.

The pch locus is involved in the colony growth defects of Fur-depleted cells.

While Fur does not appear to be required for planktonic growth, biofilm formation, and

infection (Fig. 2, 4, and 5), Fur depletion makes P. aeruginosa cells severely defective in

FIG 5 Fur is dispensable for acute P. aeruginosa infection of G. mellonella larvae. Shown are survival curves of G. mellonella larvae infected with

different doses of P. aeruginosa PAO1, the conditional fur mutant, or the PAO1 ΔtonB1 mutant. The LD90 and R2 values of each curve are also

shown.

FIG 4 P. aeruginosa Fur is not required for biofilm formation. (A) Biofilm formation in 96-well polystyrene

microtiter plates of wild-type PAO1 and the conditional fur mutant in MH broth or TSBD (supplemented

or not with 0.5% arabinose [ara]) after 24 h at 37°C under static conditions. Values are the mean (�

standard deviation) of at three independent assays. NS, not significant (P � 0.05). (B) Biofilms formed in

flow cells at 48 h by PAO1, the conditional fur mutant, and the lptH conditional mutant in 1% TSB

supplemented or not with 0.5% arabinose (ara). The images are representative of two independent

experiments with similar results.
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colony growth on solid media (Fig. 3). With the aim of investigating the mechanism(s)

underlying the inhibitory or toxic effect of the lack of Fur-mediated repression on

colony development, transposon mutagenesis screening was performed to select

transposon insertion derivatives of the conditional furmutant able to grow on MH agar

plates in the absence of arabinose. The screening of almost 30,000 transposon insertion

mutants in two independent experiments obtained 30 clones that developed mature

colonies on MH agar plates within 24 h of growth at 37°C. Direct comparison of the

colony growth kinetics of wild-type PAO1, the conditional fur mutant (used as positive

and negative controls, respectively), and the 30 transposon insertion mutants selected

during the first screening highlighted six clones whose colony growth phenotype

resembled that of the wild-type strain (see Fig. S1 in the supplemental material).

Mapping of the transposon insertion sites revealed that in three mutants, the trans-

poson was inserted in the araC-PBAD regulatory region, which controls the expression

of the exogenous copy of fur in the conditional mutant (Table S1) (35), while in the

other three clones, the transposon was inserted in the regulatory gene pchR or in the

biosynthetic operon pchEFGHI involved in the biogenesis of the pyochelin siderophore

(Fig. S1 and Table S1) (37). The insertion of the transposon in the araC-PBAD regulatory

element led us to speculate that the corresponding mutants could grow because of

dysregulated AraC-mediated repression of fur expression. This hypothesis was con-

firmed by the observation that these mutants showed iron-dependent inhibition of a

Fur-repressed phenotype (i.e., pyoverdine production) that was comparable to that

observed in the wild type (Fig. S2). In contrast, the pchE transposon insertion mutant

(used as a control) was fully insensitive to iron repression, just like its parental

conditional fur mutant (Fig. S2). Therefore, the former mutants were no longer consid-

ered in this work.

The involvement of the pyochelin locus in the growth defect of Fur-depleted cells

on agar plates was verified by generating an in-frame deletion in the pyochelin

biosynthetic gene pchD by using a mutagenesis construct already available in our

laboratory (Table S1). In agreement with the results of the transposon mutagenesis

analysis, pchD deletion in the conditional fur mutant restored growth on MH agar

plates, although at levels lower than that of the wild type (Fig. 6A). Notably, loss of

pyoverdine production because of deletion of the pyoverdine biosynthetic gene pvdA

FIG 6 The pch locus is involved in the colony growth defect of Fur-depleted cells. (A) Colony growth of P. aeruginosa wild-type PAO1, the

conditional fur mutant, and isogenic pyoverdine-defective (ΔpvdA) and/or pyochelin-defective (ΔpchD) mutants on MH agar plates inoculated as

described in the legend to Fig. 3. The images are representative of at least three independent experiments. (B) Planktonic growth of the strains

tested in panel A in MH broth in flasks at 37°C with shaking at 200 rpm. Values are the mean (� standard deviation) of three independent assays.
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did not rescue the growth of the conditional fur mutant (Fig. 6A), indicating that the

growth-promoting effect associated with the deficiency in pyochelin biosynthesis

cannot be ascribed to a general defect in siderophore-mediated iron uptake. Accord-

ingly, colony growth of the conditional fur mutant with both pchD and pvdA deleted

was overall comparable to that of the isogenic ΔpchD mutant and still impaired with

respect to that of wild-type PAO1 or its isogenic pvdA and pchD single and double

mutants (Fig. 6A). In contrast, the pchD deletion in the fur mutant did not affect

planktonic growth in MH broth, which was only marginally restored in the siderophore-

null fur ΔpchD ΔpvdA mutant (Fig. 6B). Overall, these data strongly suggest that the

toxic effect associated with the pch locus in Fur-depleted P. aeruginosa cells is specific

to colony growth.

Colony growth defects of Fur-depleted cells are not related to oxidative stress.

An early report on P. aeruginosa PAO1 mutants carrying different point mutations in the

fur gene highlighted that cells expressing defective variants of Fur were more sensitive

to oxidative stress (38), in agreement with the indirect role of Fur as a positive regulator

of important ROS-detoxifying enzymes, such as the catalase KatA and the superoxide

dismutase SodB (39). Moreover, it has recently been demonstrated that pyochelin can

act as an antibiotic against some bacterial species by inducing the generation of ROS

(40, 41). The growth-inhibitory effect of pyochelin is not related to its iron-chelating

(siderophore) activity and is suppressed by ROS-scavenging compounds such as cat-

echolate siderophores (e.g., enterobactin) and ascorbic acid (40).

To determine whether pch-associated toxicity in Fur-depleted cells is dependent on

pyochelin-induced oxidative stress, we monitored oxidative stress in wild-type and fur

mutant PAO1 cells proficient or deficient in siderophore production by using a fluo-

rescence assay based on the ROS probe 2=,7=-dichlorodihydrofluorescein (42). As ex-

pected, planktonic cells of the fur mutant cultured in MH broth displayed a strong

increase in intracellular ROS levels compared to those of wild-type cells (Fig. 7A).

FIG 7 Oxidative stress does not account for the colony growth defect of Fur-depleted cells. ROS levels in cells of wild-type P.

aeruginosa PAO1, the conditional fur mutant, and isogenic pyoverdine-defective (ΔpvdA) and/or pyochelin-defective (ΔpchD) mutants

cultured in MH broth (A) or on MH agar plates (B). Values are the mean (� standard deviation) of three independent experiments and,

unless otherwise stated, are significantly different (P � 0.05). NS, not significant. Mean OD600 values and colony growth phenotypes

(��, wild-type growth; �, slightly impaired growth; �, strongly defective growth) are shown below the graphs in panels A and B,

respectively. (C) Colony growth of PAO1 and the conditional fur mutant on MH agar plates supplemented or not with 5 mM ascorbic

acid (Asc) or 5 �M enterobactin (Ent). The images are representative of three independent experiments. Identical results were obtained

with 1 mM Asc and 1 �M Ent (data not shown).
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Pyochelin deficiency significantly reduced ROS in Fur-depleted cells, while pyoverdine

deficiency slightly increased them (Fig. 7A), in line with the protective effect of

catecholate siderophores such as pyoverdine against oxidative stress (40). Thus, data

from liquid cultures corroborate the notion that Fur and pyoverdine protect from

oxidative stress, as opposed to pyochelin, which promotes ROS production.

Intriguingly, the contribution of Fur to protection from oxidative stress was negli-

gible during colony growth. Indeed, ROS levels were comparable in wild-type PAO1 and

the fur mutant cultured on MH agar plates, irrespective of pyochelin production, while

a strong boost in oxidative stress was observed in pyoverdine-deficient Fur-depleted

cells (Fig. 7B). By combining growth data (Fig. 6) with intracellular ROS levels (Fig. 7), it

can be argued that there is no direct correlation between the growth of Fur-depleted

cells and ROS accumulation in both the planktonic and colony modes. Indeed, the

planktonic growth of fur ΔpvdA and fur ΔpchD mutants was comparable (Fig. 6B), even

if fur ΔpvdA mutant cells accumulate almost 4-fold larger amounts of ROS (Fig. 7A).

Moreover, the ΔpchD mutation restored the growth of the conditional fur mutant on

agar plates (Fig. 6A) without significantly affecting intracellular ROS levels (Fig. 7A).

Finally, both fur and fur ΔpvdA mutants showed marked defects in colony growth (Fig.

6A) but only the latter overproduced ROS on agar plates (Fig. 7B). Thus, the rescue

effect of pch mutations on the colony growth of Fur-depleted cells does not appear to

be related to the oxidative stress induced by pyochelin. This is consistent with the

observations that (i) exogenously provided enterobactin or ascorbic acid, which was

previously shown to counteract the growth-inhibitory activity of pyochelin on suscep-

tible strains (40), did not stimulate the growth of the conditional fur mutant on agar

plates (Fig. 7C) and (ii) the overexpression of a ROS-detoxifying enzyme (i.e., catalase

KatA or superoxide dismutase SodB) partially restored the planktonic growth of Fur-

depleted cells without exerting any rescue effects on colony growth (Fig. S3).

Pyochelin toxicity during colony growth depends on intracellular iron avail-

ability. The results so far obtained highlight the involvement of pyochelin biosynthesis

in the growth defect of colonies of Fur-depleted cells. However, we did not observe any

inhibitory effect of exogenously provided pyochelin (up to 250 �M) on the colony

growth of both fur ΔpchD and fur ΔpchD ΔpvdA mutants on MH agar plates (data not

shown), suggesting that pyochelin biosynthesis, rather than pyochelin-mediated iron

import, may be responsible for toxicity.

To determine whether the availability of intracellular iron may affect pyochelin-

related toxicity, we overexpressed the main intracellular iron storage protein of P.

aeruginosa (the bacterioferritin BfrB) (43) in wild-type and furmutant cells. Notably, BfrB

overexpression partially restored the colony growth of Fur-depleted cells (Fig. 8A)

without stimulating planktonic growth (Fig. 8B). In the presence of arabinose, the

colony growth of both the wild type and the conditional fur mutant was not affected

by BfrB overexpression (Fig. 8A), indicating that the rescue effect of BfrB is specific to

the colony growth of Fur-depleted cells. To tentatively correlate BfrB-mediated rescue

of furmutant colony growth with pyochelin-related toxicity, we also overexpressed BfrB

in the pyochelin-deficient fur ΔpchD conditional mutant. Interestingly, no differences in

colony growth were observed between fur ΔpchD cells overexpressing or not overex-

pressing BfrB, both in the presence and in the absence of arabinose (Fig. 8A), suggest-

ing that the rescue effect of BfrB in the fur-depleted background is dependent on

the synthesis/presence of pyochelin and that the availability of intracellular iron is

a prerequisite for pyochelin toxicity during colony growth.

Pyochelin-related toxicity in Fur-depleted cells is not a common feature of all

Pseudomonas species. While several attempts to obtain fur deletion mutants of P.

aeruginosa failed (10, 11, this work), fur knockout mutants (obtained by deletion or

insertional mutagenesis) of other Pseudomonas species, namely, P. syringae pv. tabaci,

P. fluorescens, and P. pseudoalcaligenes, were generated and characterized (24–26).

While the fur knockout mutant of P. pseudoalcaligenes was generated in a siderophore-

null strain (26) and P. syringae pathovars do not synthesize pyochelin (44), some strains

of P. fluorescens produce enantio-pyochelin, the enantiomer of P. aeruginosa pyochelin
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(44, 45). Unfortunately, the ability of the P. fluorescens strain (TSS) used for fur mu-

tagenesis to produce pyochelin was not investigated (25, 46), thus hampering attempts

to correlate Fur essentiality with pyochelin biosynthesis in other Pseudomonas species.

To determine experimentally whether pyochelin production has deleterious effects

on the growth of Fur-depleted cells in a different Pseudomonas species, we introduced

the cosmid pME3300, which carries the whole pyochelin locus from P. aeruginosa PAO1

(47), or the empty cosmid pLAFR3 as a control into P. syringae pv. tabaci Δfur mutant

BL33 (24). As expected, pyochelin was efficiently produced in P. syringae pv. tabaci Δfur

cells harboring pME3300 (Fig. 9A). However, differently from what was observed in P.

aeruginosa, pyochelin biosynthesis did not influence the colony growth of the P.

syringae pv. tabaci Δfurmutant on MH agar (Fig. 9B) and King’s B agar (data not shown),

implying that the toxicity associated with the pch locus in Fur-depleted cells is not

shared by all pseudomonads.

DISCUSSION

By using a conditional furmutant of P. aeruginosa PAO1, we have demonstrated that

the proposed essentiality of Fur in this species is likely related to the inability of

FIG 8 Overexpression of bacterioferritin partly restores colony growth in Fur-depleted cells. Shown is the colony (A) and planktonic (B) growth

of PAO1 and conditional fur mutant cells carrying the empty vector pME6032 or the bacterioferritin-expressing vector pMEbfrB in MH broth (or

on MH agar) supplemented with 0.5 mM IPTG at 37°C. Images in panel A were taken after 24 or 40 h of growth and are representative of three

experiments with similar results. Values in panel B are the mean (� standard deviation) of two independent experiments performed in duplicate.

ara, arabinose.

FIG 9 Pyochelin production does not affect the colony growth of a P. syringae pv. tabaci fur deletion

mutant. (A) CAS agar assay showing siderophore production after 48 h of growth at 37°C by P. syringae pv.

tabaci Δfurmutant BL33 carrying a cosmid containing the entire pch genomic region from P. aeruginosa PAO1

(pME3300) or the empty control (pLAFR3). (B) Colony growth onMH agar plates supplemented with 12 �g/ml

tetracycline after 48 h at 37°C of P. syringae pv. tabaci Δfurmutant BL33 carrying pME3300 or pLAFR3. Images

are representative of two experiments with similar results. Comparable results were obtained with King’s B

agar plates (data not shown).
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Fur-depleted cells to grow efficiently and develop colonies on agar plates. In agreement

with previous reports based on mutant strains harboring point mutations in the fur

gene (10, 33, 38), we observed that Fur-depleted cells were still able to (i) grow

planktonically, although their growth was defective under iron-rich conditions, likely

because of dysregulated iron acquisition (Fig. 2) and a consequent increase in oxidative

stress (Fig. 7), and (ii) form mature biofilms on abiotic surfaces (Fig. 4). Moreover, we

demonstrated that, differently from other P. aeruginosa essential gene conditional

mutants generated by the same mutagenesis strategy (31, 34), the conditional fur

mutant is not impaired in infectivity and virulence in an insect model (Fig. 5). This result

implies that the growth defects and high oxidative stress observed in vitro do not affect

the ability of the conditional fur mutant to cause infection, at least in a simple model

of acute infection. The retained virulence of Fur-depleted cells, however, needs to be

corroborated in more complex infection models (e.g., vertebrate and/or chronic infec-

tion models) in which intracellular iron homeostasis could play a more relevant role

during the infection process. It is worth noting that in vivo Tn-seq experiments did not

detect fur mutants among transposon mutants impaired in mouse gastrointestinal

tract colonization (48). While this result suggests that the nonessentiality of Fur for P.

aeruginosa pathogenicity may extend to other types of infection, experimental valida-

tion by using the P. aeruginosa conditional fur mutant in more complex animal models

of infection is needed to confirm this hypothesis.

The main findings of this work are that (i) Fur-depleted cells are severely

impaired in colony growth on agar plates (Fig. 3) and (ii) colony growth of

Fur-depleted cells can be partially rescued by insertion or deletion mutations in the

pyochelin locus (Fig. 6 and S1). While pyochelin has been demonstrated to exert a

growth-inhibitory effect on some bacterial species by inducing ROS (40, 41), we

observed that pyochelin-related toxicity does not correlate with intracellular levels

of ROS during colony growth and is not counteracted by antioxidant agents or by

overexpression of ROS-detoxifying enzymes (Fig. 7 and S3) that were previously

reported to protect sensitive cells from pyochelin-induced oxidative stress (40).

Thus, mechanisms other than ROS generation are likely involved in pyochelin

toxicity to Fur-depleted cells during colony growth.

Since colony growth defects of Fur-depleted cells are exacerbated in the presence

of high iron levels (Fig. 3) and partially relieved in pyochelin-defective mutants (Fig. 6),

one could hypothesize that pyochelin exerts its toxicity by loading the cells with too

much iron, which cannot be properly managed in Fur-depleted cells with impaired iron

homeostasis. However, at least two lines of evidence argue against this hypothesis.

First, while many studies have demonstrated that pyoverdine represents the primary P.

aeruginosa siderophore for iron uptake under all of the in vitro and in vivo conditions

investigated so far (36, 49, 50), colony growth is not restored in pyoverdine-deficient

Fur-depleted cells (Fig. 6). Second, exogenously provided pyochelin is not able to

inhibit the colony growth of pyochelin-deficient fur mutant cells, suggesting that

pyochelin biosynthesis, rather than its uptake, poisons Fur-depleted cells. This result

also reasonably rules out the possibility that pyochelin toxicity in the absence of Fur is

related to its ability to chelate and mediate the acquisition of other metals (51).

However, the inability to measure intracellular and extracellular pyochelin levels during

colony growth does not allow experimental verification of whether pyochelin toxicity

arises from cytoplasmic and/or extracellular accumulation of the siderophore. The

finding that pyochelin production has no effect on the viability of Fur-depleted P.

aeruginosa cells during planktonic growth (Fig. 6), and of a fur deletion mutant of

a different Pseudomonas species (Fig. 9), implies that toxicity likely arises from a

specific effect of pyochelin biosynthesis on a pathway(s) important for growth on

agar and/or colony formation that is not conserved in all pseudomonads. Notably,

the inhibitory effect of pyochelin biosynthesis is relieved by reducing cytoplasmic

levels of free iron (Fig. 8), indicating that intracellular iron contributes to pyochelin-

dependent poisoning of Fur-depleted cells during colony growth. However,

whether the observed toxic effect of pyochelin biosynthesis relies on the intracel-
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lular toxicity of pyochelin itself, any of its metabolic precursors (37), or a specific

biosynthetic enzyme remains to be determined.

A limitation of the present study is the failure to obtain a clear fur null mutant.

Indeed, although we demonstrated that Fur-depleted cells can grow planktonically and

show partially restored growth on agar plates upon inactivation of the pyochelin

biosynthetic pathway (Fig. 2 and 6), our many attempts to generate an unmarked fur

deletion mutant failed, even in a pyochelin-deficient (ΔpchD) background (data not

shown). This could be ascribed to growth defects of pyochelin-deficient Fur-depleted

cells (fur ΔpchD) compared with wild-type cells (Fig. 6), which are expected to favor

reversion to the wild type during mutant generation and selection procedures. How-

ever, it cannot be ruled out that some phenotypes of the conditional fur mutant

could be affected by residual expression of Fur in this mutant. Indeed, although

gene expression assays excluded the presence of Fur at levels sufficient to exert

iron-mediated repression on selected Fur-regulated genes and Fur was undetectable by

Western blot analysis (Fig. 1), it is tempting to speculate that very low levels of Fur in

the conditional mutant could still play some crucial role in P. aeruginosa physiology,

possibly independent of its well-known activity as a transcriptional repressor. Irrespec-

tive of this margin of uncertainty, our results clearly indicate that Fur-depleted P.

aeruginosa cells are still able to grow, form biofilms, and cause infection, whereas

they are strongly impaired in colony growth because of some toxic effect related to

pyochelin biosynthesis. This work thus provides new evidence of the complex interplay

between iron metabolism and multicellular behaviors in P. aeruginosa (27, 33, 52–54)

and provides the basis for future investigations of a still unexplored role of the

pyochelin locus in the physiology of this pathogen.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Bacterial strains and growth conditions. The bacterial strains used in this study are listed in Table

S1. Bacteria were routinely cultured in Luria-Bertani broth for genetic manipulation, while growth assays

were performed with MH broth, King’s B medium, and the iron-depleted media TSBD (30) and DCAA (31),

to which FeCl3 was added at the concentrations indicated when required. Chrome azurol S (CAS) agar

plates (55) were used to detect siderophore production. When specified, growth media were supple-

mented with L-arabinose, enterobactin, or ascorbic acid (Sigma-Aldrich) at the concentrations indicated.

Growth assays in liquid cultures were performed with 96-well microtiter plates (200 �l of medium in each

well) or with 50-ml flasks containing 10 ml of medium at 37°C with vigorous shaking (200 rpm). Growth

assays on solid media were performed by plating 5 �l of serial 10-fold dilutions of bacterial suspensions

in saline normalized to an optical density at 600 nm (OD600) of 1 (from late-exponential-phase cultures

grown in the presence of 0.5% arabinose) on media solidified with 1.5% agar. When required, antibiotics

were added at the following concentrations for E. coli (the concentrations used for P. aeruginosa are

shown in parentheses): ampicillin, 100 �g/ml; nalidixic acid, 20 �g/ml; carbenicillin, 0 �g/ml (250 �g/ml);

chloramphenicol, 30 �g/ml (350 �g/ml); gentamicin, 20 �g/ml (50 �g/ml); tetracycline, 12 �g/ml (50 to

100 �g/ml). Pyochelin was purified from a pyoverdine-deficient P. aeruginosa mutant as described

previously (56).

Growth and pyoverdine measurements. Growth was measured as the OD600 of bacterial cultures

in a Victor3V microplate reader (Perkin-Elmer). Flask culture samples were appropriately diluted in sterile

growth medium, and the OD600 was determined spectrophotometrically. Pyoverdine production was

measured as the OD405 of culture supernatants appropriately diluted in 0.1 M Tris-HCl (pH 8), normalized

to the OD600 of the corresponding cultures (57).

Generation of plasmids and deletion mutants. Recombinant DNA was manipulated as described

elsewhere (58). The pMEkatA, pMEsodB, and pMEbfrB constructs were generated by PCR amplification

and directional cloning of the DNA fragment encompassing the coding sequence of each gene into

isopropyl-�-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG)-inducible shuttle vector pME6032 (59) by using the primers

and restriction enzymes described in Table S2.

pvdA or pchD deletion mutants were generated by using a specific derivative of the pEX18Tc or pDM4

suicide plasmid (Table S1) as previously described (56, 60). Gene deletions were verified by PCR and DNA

sequencing.

Transposon mutagenesis and identification of transposon insertion sites. For random trans-

poson mutagenesis, biparental matings were set up between E. coli S17.1 �pir carrying suicide plasmid

pLM1, containing a mini-Tn5 transposon (61), and the P. aeruginosa conditional fur mutant. The

transposon insertion mutants were selected on MH agar plates containing 50 �g/ml gentamicin and 20

�g/ml nalidixic acid to directly select transposon insertion revertants of the conditional fur mutant

able to grow on plates in the absence of arabinose. A 1/100 dilution of each conjugation mixture was

also plated on plates supplemented with 0.5% arabinose to determine transposon mutagenesis

efficiency. Plates were incubated at 37°C, and colonies appearing 24 h after inoculation were

reisolated on MH agar plates (without arabinose) together with wild-type strain PAO1 and the
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conditional fur mutant as controls. Clones showing growth on MH agar plates comparable to that

of the wild-type strain were considered for further analysis.

To map transposon insertions, genomic DNA was isolated from selected transposon mutants and

digested with BamHI. The transposon does not contain a BamHI restriction site and has an R6K origin

of replication. The digested DNA was self-ligated with T4 DNA ligase and introduced by transfor-

mation into E. coli S17.1 �pir. Plasmid DNA was isolated from gentamicin-resistant colonies and

sequenced with Tn5-specific primers TnpRL17-1 and TnpRL13-2 (62) (Table S2). Transposon inser-

tions were mapped by using the BLAST program of the Pseudomonas Genome Database (http://

www.pseudomonas.com).

�-Galactosidase assays. The �-galactosidase activity from P. aeruginosa cells carrying the

different reporter plasmids (Table S1) was determined spectrophotometrically with o-nitrophenyl-

�-D-galactopyranoside as the substrate, normalized to the OD600 of the bacterial culture, and

expressed in Miller units (63).

Measurement of intracellular ROS. Bacteria from overnight cultures in MH broth supplemented

with 0.5% arabinose were either subcultured in MH broth or streaked onto MH agar plates in the

presence or absence of 0.5% arabinose. After 14 h (planktonic cultures) or 24 h (agar plate cultures) of

growth, cells were collected by centrifugation or scraped off the plates, washed twice with phosphate-

buffered saline (PBS), and resuspended in PBS at an OD600 of about 2. 2=,7=-Dichlorodihydrofluorescein

diacetate (Sigma-Aldrich) was added to bacterial suspensions at a final concentration of 10 mM. Bacterial

cells were incubated for 20 min at 37°C in the dark, washed twice with PBS, and then suspended in the

same volume of PBS. Two hundred microliters of each sample was then transferred to a 96-well microtiter

plate. Fluorescence was measured at 485-nm excitation and 535-nm emission wavelengths with a

Victor3V microplate reader (Perkin-Elmer) and normalized to the OD600 of each sample.

Measurement of intracellular iron. Bacteria were cultured in 50 ml of MH broth or 300 ml of DCAA,

supplemented or not with 0.5% arabinose, in flasks at 37°C with shaking at 200 rpm for 14 h. Cells were

collected by centrifugation, washed with saline, lysed in concentrated HNO3, and analyzed by

inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES) with an ICP-OES 710 Varian

Spectrometer (Agilent Technologies). Cells were also collected from a 1-ml aliquot of each culture

to determine the whole protein concentration by using the DC protein assay kit (Bio-Rad) with

bovine serum albumin as the standard. Iron levels determined by ICP-OES were normalized to the

protein content of each sample.

Western blot analysis. Appropriate volumes of exponentially growing bacterial cultures in MH broth

in flasks were centrifuged, and pellets were suspended in SDS-PAGE loading buffer (0.25 M Tris-HCl [pH

6.8], 2% SDS, 10% �-mercaptoethanol, 20% glycerol) for SDS-PAGE analysis of whole-cell extracts.

Pellets from identical culture volumes were also collected to determine the cellular protein con-

centration of each sample by using the DC protein assay kit (Bio-Rad) with bovine serum albumin

as the standard. Volumes of SDS-PAGE samples corresponding to 25 �g of protein were loaded onto

the gels. Proteins resolved by SDS-PAGE were electrotransferred onto a nitrocellulose filter

(Hybond-C extra; Amersham) and probed for Fur or LptC with custom rabbit polyclonal antibodies

and a goat anti-rabbit IgG horseradish peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibody (Sigma-Aldrich).

Anti-Fur and anti-LptC antibodies were generated at GenScript (http://www.genscript.com/custom

-polyclonal-antibody-production-services.html) with keyhole limpet hemocyanin-conjugated peptides as

antigens (Fur epitope, EIVRERGFELVDHN; LptC epitope, NAHSLQYQEDGSLD). The epitopes were selected

with the OptimumAntigen Design Tool (GenScript). Filters were developed with ECL chemiluminescent

reagents (Amersham) and visualized on a ChemiDoc XRS� system (Bio-Rad).

Biofilm assays. For the microtiter plate biofilm assay, bacteria from overnight cultures in MH broth

or TSBD containing 50 �M FeCl3 and 0.5% arabinose were inoculated into fresh medium to an OD600 of

0.002 and dispensed into 96-well polystyrene plates (150 �l per well). After 24 h of incubation at 37°C

under static conditions, the wells were washed several times with distilled water. Attached cells were

stained with 0.1% crystal violet (175 �l) at room temperature (RT) for 15 min and washed several times

with distilled water to remove unbound dye. Biofilm-bound crystal violet was eluted in absolute ethanol

(200 �l) at RT for 15 min, and for each well, 100 �l of the resulting solution was aliquoted into a sterile

microtiter plate. The released crystal violet was measured as OD600 in a Victor3V microplate reader

(Perkin-Elmer). Triplicate independent experiments with at least three wells per condition were per-

formed.

The flow cell biofilm assay was performed as previously described (64). Briefly, biofilm flow chambers

were inoculated with overnight cultures (in tryptic soy broth [TSB] containing 0.5% arabinose) of P.

aeruginosa strains constitutively expressing green fluorescent protein (GFP) from pMRP9-1 (Table S1) that

were diluted to an OD600 of 0.15 in 1% TSB. A flow of 1% TSB (supplemented with 0.5% arabinose when

required) was initiated after 2 h with a peristaltic pump at a rate of 	10 ml/h. An upright Leica SPE TCS

laser scanning confocal microscope was used to image biofilms. GFP was excited at 488 nm, and

fluorescence emission was collected in the range of 504 to 530 nm. Z-stacks of two-dimensional confocal

images were rendered in three dimensions with Imaris (Bitplane).

G. mellonella infection assay. P. aeruginosa strains were grown in MH broth with 0.5% arabinose,

and serial dilutions of bacterial cell suspensions in saline were injected into G. mellonella larvae as

described previously (34). Ten larvae were infected with each infecting dose, and infected larvae were

placed separately in a 3.5-cm petri dish. Larvae were incubated at 30°C for up to 5 days and monitored

for death. Survival curves, LD90s, and R2 values were determined with the GraphPad Prism software as

previously described (65).
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Statistical analysis. Statistical analysis was performed with the GraphPad Instat software by using

one-way analysis of variance, followed by the Tukey-Kramer multiple-comparison test.
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